
Year 11 Raising Achievement Evening

Maths



GCSE Maths examinations

Students will sit three papers, each 1 hour and half hours long.

One  paper is Non-calculator.

Two papers are Calculator papers.



Planning revision

Few subjects cause so much stress as 
revision. 

The key to success in exams and revision often 
lies in the right planning.





Get organised 
Get all material together and check 
it is complete.

Organise work – books, worksheets, 
past-papers.

Organise equipment – pens, pencils 
rulers, compass, protractor, calculator.  
Coloured pens, index cards, post it notes.



Divide up time and plan ahead 

In general, a series of 30-minute or 
40-minute sessions followed by 10-minute 
or 15-minute breaks is advisable. 

Vary the style of revision.

Change topics … but not too many in one 
day.



What to revise

Use the RAG sheet from the trial exam.

Start with the amber – just a memory jog.

Move onto the red topics – check with the
    teacher as to whether the topic has been 
    covered



Revise actively 

It doesn’t matter which way they revise as 
long as it is an active process – for maths 
reading through notes does not work!!



• Draw a mind map which shows which parts 
of Maths link with each other.

Revision Methods



• Write  notes in short blocks and organise 
them afterwards – use index cards with a 
small amount of information on each.

Diameter = radius x 2

Circumference = π x d
Diameter (d)



Radius = diameter ÷ 2

   Area = π x r2 

• Try to recall information frequently – flick 
through the index cards everyday

Radius



• Create your own memory picture – stick the 
facts you want to remember on walls, doors 
and mirrors!



               Talk

Talk through key facts: 

 ‘ What do I know about angles?’

‘Angles on straight lines add up to 180 degrees’
‘Angles in a triangle add up to 360 degrees’



• Practise past-paper questions – help 
themselves if they get stuck: notes, revision 
book, Mathswatch, Mymaths

• Add the new fact to your index cards.

Rehearse, rehearse



Login:   ashlyns

Password:   algebra  



Login:   ‘initial surname’@ashlyns
Password:   Ashlyns16

Videos

❑ GCSE
❑ Foundation or Higher
❑ Topic

Extras

❑ GCSE
❑ List of topics
❑ Formulae sheet – to learn
❑ Formulae sheet - given









Check progress 

Make sure they allow time to check that 
they have improved their knowledge and 
understanding. 

Encourage them to test themselves from time 
to time.

At the end of every revision day, look at 
the goals that were set and assess how 
far they have achieved that goal. 



Check progress

Could they do more? 

Have they used a range of resources to help 
themselves?

Would they get all the marks?

Are they answering the question asked?

 



Check progress

Do explanations make sense?

Have they included a conclusion?

Have they used comparisons in their reasoning?

Have they made enough points?

 



A greater proportion of 
candidates are taking 
insufficient care in writing 
figures which are ambiguous, 
and prohibits the award of 
marks 



Consider layout as well as calculation
Impress on candidates the need to 
set their working-out carefully
Poor presentation was a concern
Candidates should communicate the 
meaning of their calculations



More successful students 
structured their work clearly 
in a traditional vertical manner



Mis-reading own numbers

Cramped working

Working too difficult for 
examiner to follow




